Blue sky ideas;
Learning and perception; Planning; Human-robot interaction.
The distribution of paper topics and themes provides a perspective on where energy is being devoted in the field. Planning had the greatest presence, with three sessions in the final ISRR 2017 program. This was followed by learning and perception, with two sessions focused on each.
The blue sky ideas track solicits papers that describe visionary ideas, long-term challenges, and opportunities in research that are outside of the current mainstream topics of the field and that will provoke discussion or debate. We have two papers that fit this category. ''DART: Diversityenhanced autonomy in robot teams'', by N Ayanian, describes a new paradigm for creating and designing policies for multi-robot coordination. It relies on a diverse set of control policies that work together to provide robustness and generality. ''Materials that make robots smart'', by D Hughes, C Heckman, and N Correll argues that artificial intelligence is not only a computational problem, as traditionally viewed, but also a materials problem; materials are no longer passive but active in the control process. Hughes et al. describe the state of the art in these types of material and illustrate their use in several different applications.
We have four papers on learning and perception. The first paper, ''Confidence-rich grid mapping'', by A Aghamohammadi, E Heiden, K Hausman, and G Sukhatme, presents an algorithm for spatial grid-based mapping of a 3D environment that annotates grid cells with confidence values, which are then allowed to evolve over time. This approach naturally maintains the probabilistic dependence between grid cells, enables a sensor cause model, and provides reliable confidence values that can be used for collision avoidance. ''Variational Hilbert regression for terrain modeling and trajectory optimization'', by V Guizilini and F Ramos, describes a novel regression methodology for modeling terrains. Guizilini and Ramos demonstrate the utility of this approach by deriving gradients to optimize trajectories. ''Learning to calibrate: Reinforcement learning for guided calibration of visual-inertial rigs'', by F Nobre and C Heckman, presents a calibration system that guides the operator by suggesting easy motions where calibration parameters can be observed. This combats the standard assumption that operator motions are informative, which is not always the case by default. The fourth paper, ''Registration with a small number of sparse measurements'', by A Rangaprasad, N Zevallos, P Vagdargi, and H Choset, provides a method of performing robust registration of an object's surface, given a small number of point and surface normal measurements. This is critical in many applications where large numbers of surface point samples are not available, as in probe-based surgical registration, contact-based localization, and the manipulation of objects without visual features.
We have four papers under the planning topic. ''Global inverse kinematics via mixed-integer convex optimization'', by H Dai, G Izatt, and R Tedrake, formulates the inverse kinematics problem with generic task space constraints as a mixed-integer convex optimization program. The program can identify whether a problem instance is infeasible or provide an approximation solution if one exists. In the work described in ''Kinodynamic planning for spherical tensegrity locomotion with effective gait primitives'', by Z Littlefield, D Surovik, M Vespignani, J Bruce, W Wang, and K Bekris, long-term motions are planned for tensegrity-based robots that move through shape deformation and compliance. The approach leverages robot symmetries to reduce the number of needed gaits. ''Contact-implicit trajectory optimization using variational integrators'', by Z Manchester, N Doshi, R Wood, and S Kuindersma, provides a family of trajectory optimization algorithms that use discrete variational mechanics to give more accurate results than existing first-order integration methods. Manchester et al. show improved performance on several different robot structures. ''Pushing revisited: Differential flatness, trajectory planning and stabilization'', by J Zhou, Y Hou, and M Mason, shows that pushing with a sticking contact along a planar surface is reducible to the Dubins car problem. Planning for this previously challenging situation now becomes as simple as computing the Dubins curve.
Finally, we have two papers on human-robot interaction. ''Multi-objective optimal control for proactive decision making with temporal logic models'', by S Chinchali, S Livingston, M Chen, and M Pavone, addresses the problem of autonomous driving among human-driven vehicles. The work employs formal methods, control, and data mining techniques to infer human driver intent so that the autonomous vehicle can navigate safely. ''Communicating and controlling robot arm motion intent through mixed reality head-mounted displays'', by E Rosen, D Whitney, E Phillips, G Chien, J Tompkin, G Konidaris, and S Tellex, expresses the robot arm's intended motion to a collaborating human operator. This communication supports a safe working environment for both the human operator and the robot arm.
We would like to thank the reviewers, whose feedback on papers selected for this edition was invaluable. We would also like to thank John Hollerbach for providing us the opportunity to assemble this edition and Katie Gibson for helping at all stages of the process and in the interactions with authors and reviewers. We hope that readers will enjoy these papers.
